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INTRODUCTION 
In general topology a considerable attention has been paid to compact spaces. 
There are mostly studied Hausdorff compact spaces which are normal. Hence, it 
follows that only completely regular spaces from Hausdorff spaces can be densely 
imbedded into some Hasudorff compact space. On the other hand, A. N. TICHONOV 
[11] has shown that any completely regular space Q can be densely imbedded into 
a Hausdorff compact space. Among these compactifications there exists just one, in 
a certain sense "the largest" one called Cech-Stone compactification of the space Q 
and denoted ß{Q), that was dealt with by E. CECH in [2] and M. H. Stone in [10]. 
In [12] H. WALLMAN studied for any T^-space Q a certain compact T^-space u>(ß), 
in which Q is dense. The space co{Q) is called Wallman compactification of the 
space Q. The concept of a "T^-space" can be obtained from the concept of a Hausdorff 
space by a certain weakening of separating axioms. In this paper there are studied the 
compactifications of separated closure spaces (see [5], 27 A.l, p. 487), whose axioms 
can be obtained from axioms for Hausdorff spaces by omitting the axiom: M = M. 
In Section 1 there are introduced basic concepts and theorems referring to the 
theory of filters and topology used in the following. In Section 2 there is defined, 
between compactifications (relative compactifications) P^, P2 of a topological space Q, 
a quasi-ordering ^ and an equivalence -̂  so that P^ ^ P2 if and only if P^ Ъ 
^ -̂ 2 ^ Pi' The re la t ion^ on the set of classes X^{Q) (^(6)) corresponding to this 
equivalence is an ordering and it is shown that ^Г(б) ™ ^ ( 6 ) ^ Щ1{0)) ^), where 
I{Q) is the ordered system of filters a on g such that a ф 0, a л т^ = о for any point 
q e Q, while zq denotes the filter of the neighbourhoods of the point q and 0 denotes 
the filter containing the empty set. For completely regular compactifications P- ,̂ P2 
of a completely regular space Q this definition of the relation ^ is equivalent to the 
usual definition of the relation ^ : P^ ^ P2 if and only if there exists a continuous 
mapping/of P2 into P^ such tha t / (x) = x for x e g ([5], 41.D.1). 
^) The definition and properties of ordered set 9Î(G) for an ordered set G are described in [9]. 
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Among these compactifications of a topological space Q an important role is given 
to the ï)-compactification denoted by l)(ß) and described in Section 3. This compacti-
fication is characterized by the property that any continuous mapping of the space Q 
into some compact space has a x-extension on I)(6)- Also, a ^-extension of a continu-
ous mapping/of Q into a space R on a space P is a mapping F of P into R with the 
properties: 1) F{x) = f{x) for x e Q, 2) for z e P and for a neighbourhood F of the 
point F(Z) there exists a neighbourhood U of the point z such that F\U — 2) E 
g У^/Щ and F'{U n Q) = f{U n ß) g Уп/Щ. 
In Section 4 there are studied spaces which have a one-point compactification and 
it is shown that they are exactly the spaces which are non-compact and in which 
every point has a neighbourhood relatively compact in the given space. Under 
a one-point compactification we, naturally, mean a topological space mentioned 
above (i.e. separated closure space in the sense of [5]). It is possible to construct 
a one-point compactification, the so called Alexandroff's compactification ([7], 
§ 25), for a non-compact topological space in the usual sense. (For locally compact 
Hausdorflf spaces which are not compact, the construction has been presented in [1]). 
From 4.2 and 4.4 and e.g. from [7] 25.5 it follows that this Alexandroff's compactifica­
tion coincides with the one-point compactification introduced in this paper, if and 
only if the original space is regular. In conclusion of this section, there are given 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a space Q under which ordered sets :>f{Q) 
and ^(Q) are distributive or modular lattices. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS AND ASSERTIONS FROM THE THEORY 
OF FILTERS AND TOPOLOGY 
In this section, there are introduced fundamental concepts and assertions from the 
theory of fiUers and topology, which are used in what follows. Naturally, we do not 
present proofs when using the assertions mentioned in references. The definition of 
topology is introduced in the same way as in [7], definition 4a; however, we have 
a more general concept of topology in mind. Assertion 1.9 is almost evident. 
Definition 1.1. A non-mepty system a of subsets of a set R will be called a filter if 
the following axioms are fulfilled: 
(Fl) Ä^, Ä2e a=> Äi n Ä2e a, 
{F2) Äea,Ä^B^R=>Bea. 
([7], definition За). 
Filters will be denoted by small German letters. 
Definition 1.2. Let a be a filter on a set R. A system of subsets 91 of R will be called 
a base of the filter a, if 9t g a and for any Äe a there exists A' e^ such that A' я A 
([7], definition 3b). 
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Definition 1.3. We put a ^Ъ for filters a, b on a set R,if В e a for any Beb ([7], 
definition 3c). 
The relation ^ is an ordering and F(^R) will stand for the set of all filters on JR 
ordered by means of this relation. (In some sections of this paper F will have another 
meaning but misunderstanding is excluded in these cases). The system of all subsets 
of R forms a filter which is the least element in the set F[R) and this filter will be 
denoted by o. 
1.1. Let R be an arbitrary set. Then F{R) is a complete, distributive and strongly 
atomic lattice^) ([7], 3.5, 3.9 and [8], § 7, Theorem 4). 
Atoms of the lattice F{R) will be called ultrafilters. A filter (ultrafilter) a 6 F[R) is 
called a free filter (ultrafilter), if (\A{A e o) = 0. Infima and suprema in F{R) will, 
as usually, be denoted by л , Д, v , Д. If there is no danger of misunderstanding the 
least element in F[R) and in F(JR') will be denoted by the same letter о for diJOferent 
sets R and JR'. m being a cardinal number, exp m denotes the cardinal number of the 
system of all subsets of a set the cardinal number of which is equal to m. 
1.2. Let Ш be the system of all free ultrafilters on an infinite set M, Then card Ш = 
= exp exp card M ([7], Exercise 3D). 
1.3. Let R be an arbitrary set, a^ e F{R)for tel Ф 0, a, b e F(R). Then the system 
of all sets of the form 
V={JAiteI), A,ea, 
is a filter t = У{й^ \ tel] and a A Ъ = о if and only if Ae a, В eb exist such that 
AnB = 0 (Follows from [7], 3.6). 
Definition 1.4. Let cp he a, mapping of a set jR into a set R\ If a e F{R), then the 
system of sets {(p^{A) \ Ae a} forms a basis of a filter on R' which will be denoted 
by (p{a). If a' e F{R'), then the system of sets {(p~^(A') | A' e a'} forms a basis of 
a filter on R which will be denoted by (p~^(a') ([7], § 3, pp. 37). 
1.4. Let cp be a mapping of a set R into R' and let a be an ultrafilter on R. Then 
(p{a) is an ultrafilter on R' ([7], 3.15). 
Definition 1.5. Under the topology on a set JR we shall understand a mapping т 
of the set R into F{R) with the following properties: 
pe R, и exp => peU, 
p, q e R, p Ф q => тр A xq = 0. 
) A lattice S will be called strongly atomic if for s^^, ^2 e S, s^ Ф Ö Ф ^2 ^ •s'l there is 0 Ф 
Ф {a \ a ^ s^, a e A} ^ {a \ a < S2, a e A} 4" 0, where A is the set of all atoms of the lattice S 
and о is the least element of S. 
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A pair (R, T) is called a topological space or briefly space, elements from jR are 
called points of the space (R, т) and sets from the filter xp forpeR are called neigh­
bourhoods of the point p. 
The other fundamental concepts, especially the concept of the closure will be defined 
in the usual way. In the paper, fundamental theorems introduced in [4] or [5] will 
be used without quotation. The topological space will sometimes be denoted by the 
letter R only. The closure of a subset X of the space R will be denoted by X. E. Cech 
called the space introduced in definition 1.5 an AH-space in [3], an H-space in [4] 
and a separated closure space in [5]. If more is valid, i.e. iî p e R => /\ \f iq '^ xp, 
we get a topological Hausdorff space ([7], definition 8b). ^̂ ^̂ ^ ^"^^ 
Definition 1.6. Let Я be a topological space, a e F{R), a Ф о and x be an element 
of R. We shall say that x is a cluster point of a in R, if x belongs to f\A{A e a). R is 
said to be compact if every filter a e F{R), a ф о has a cluster point in R ([5], 41 A.l 
and 41 A.3). 
1.5. Every compact set of a topological space is closed in this space (£5~\, 41 A.U) 
1.6. Every closed set of a compact space is compact ([5], 41 A. 10). 
1.7. A one-tO'One continuous mapping of a compact space on a topological space 
is a homeomorphism. ([5], Corrollary of 41 C.5). 
Definition 1.7. A system У of sets of a space {R, x) is called a cover [interior cover) 
of a set M g R, if for any p e M there exists X e 6^ such that p e X[X e xp). (Similarly 
like in [5], 1 E. 12, 12 A.l, 17 A, 17 and in [4], 8.1.1). 
1.8. A space is compact iff each interior cover contains a finite cover ([5], 
Exercises, Sections 17 — 18, 5). 
Definition 1.8. Let Я be a topological space. A set g g К is called relatively 
compact in the space R, if any interior cover of the space R contains a finite cover of 
the set ß ([4], definition 8.5.2). 
1.9. Let R be a topological space, Q ^ P Q R and let P be relatively compact 
in R. Then also Q is relatively compact in the space R, A set-theoretic sum of a finite 
number of relatively compact sets in R is again a relatively compact set in the 
space R, (a similar assertions may be found in [7], the note following definition l i e 
and assertion 11.8). 
Definition 1.9. Let J? be a topological space and Q be its subspace. The space jR is 
called a compactification (relative compactification) of the space Q if jR is compact 
( ß is relatively compact in R) and ß is dense in JR. 
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1.10. A locally compact И aus dorjf space is regular ([7], 12.8). 
Let M be a subset in R and let a e F(R). The system of sets {A n M \Äe a] is 
a filter on M and we are going to denote it by Spj^{a) = Spj^a ([7], § 9). 
Let Ö be a subset of a space (R, т). Then, we shall denote S(R, Q) = S((R, т), Q) = 
= {SpQxp\peR~- Q}. 
Further in this paper I presuppose the knowledges of fundamental concepts and 
assertions of my paper [9]. 
2. ORDERED SET OF CLASSES OF COMPACTIFICATIONS 
For a topological space (g , т) we denote the set {a | a e F(ß), a Ф о, a л т^ = о 
for each point qe{Q, т)} by / ( ß , т) = / (ß ) == J. 
2.1. For any space Q, the set l(Q) u (o) ordered by means of inclusion in such 
a way that о is the least element, is a distributive, strongly atomic lattice^') complete 
from below with the least element o. 
This lattice is a sublattice of the lattice F(ß). Every atom of the lattice l[Q) u (o) 
is an ultrafilter on Q. 
Proof. Let a, b e / . Then (a v h) A тд = (a A тд) v (b л т^) = о for each 
point ge Q according to 1.1. Let JT ф 0, â  e / for /c e Jf. Then, according to 1.1, 
a = /\Cijlk e Ж) exists and, evidently, a A xq = о for each point ge Q. Thus, 
/ u (o) is a sublattice of the lattice F{Çi) and it is complete from below. From this it 
follows, according to 1.1, that it is also distributive. If b is an ultrafilter on Q and 
a e J , b ^ a, then b e / . Hence it follows, by 1.1, that / u (o) is a strongly atomic 
lattice and any atom of this lattice is an ultrafilter on Q. 
Thus the assertion is proved. 
2.2. The space (g , т) is compact iff l{Q) — 0-
Proof, / (ß ) is the set of filters a e F(ß) , a ф о which fail to have a cluster point 
in ß . From this the assertion follows. 
2.3. Do not let ( ß , T) be a compact space and let (P, %') be its relative compactifica-
tion. Then S{P, Q) e 9l(/(ß)). (Definition and properties of the operator Ш are 
described in [9].) 
Proof. I. Evidently, SPQ{T'P)el{Q) for all points peP~ Q; consequently 
S{P, Q) S I{Q)-
II. Let Pi, Р2^Р — Q, Pi Ф Pi- Then there exist disjoint neighbourhoods Fi, V2 
of points Pi, Рг- From this we get that Spq^x'p^ л SPQ{X'P2) = 0. Consequently, 
S{P, Q) fulfils the axiom (Ж), 
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III. Let ael{Q) - S{P, ß), (a) u S{P, Q) have the property {h). Let us denote 0^ 
the system of all sets of the form P — X, where X e a. 0 is evidently the interior 
cover of the space P ; consequently, there exists a finite cover Y^,.... 7„ of the space ß , 
where Y ^ e ^ for 1 ^ v ^ n. Then for v = 1, 2 , . . . , n we have P — Y^ea, thus 
и n n 
A=. Ç\{p - y,) Ç Û. Since Q ^ {) Y, = P ~ Ç\{P - Y^) = P - A, уы^ have A n 
v = 1 v = 1 v = 1 
П ß = 0 which is a contradiction. Consequently, S{P, Q) fulfils the axiom (II Щ. 
2.4. Leï (ß , т) Ъе а dense subspace in a space (P, т'). Let S{P, Q) e 9l(l(Q)). 
Then Q is relatively compact in (P, т'). 
Proof. Let ^ be an interior cover of the space (P, т') which contains no finite 
subcover of ß . Then the system of sets ß — [JXÇX e Ж), where Ж ^ ^ and 
card Ж < Ко, forms а basis of а filter m e / ( ß ) . According to 2.3 [(9]), n e S{P, ß) 
and g e / (ß) exist such that g ^ m, g ^ n. XQ e ^ exists such that XQ is a neighbour-
hood of the point p e P — ß , where Spqixp) = n. Then XQ n ß e g, ß ~ ZQ e m; 
consequently, ß — XQ e g which is a contradiction. 
2.5. Le^ iVe 9^(/(ß)), where Q = (ß , т) is a topological space. Then there exists 
at least one compactification (P, т') of the space (ß , т) such that N = S(P, ß). 
Proof. Put P = N и Q, According to 2.2, [9], iV Ф 0. Let щ e N. The system of 
sets {X\X = 7 u Z u (по), Y = N ~ К, card К < Ко, К Ш N, Z e По} forms 
a basis of a filter т'По e P(P). The system of sets {X | X = (n) u Z, Z e n} forms for 
n e AT — (по) a basis of a filter т 'пеР(Р) . For qeQ the filter T^eF(ß ) forms 
a basis of a filter т'^ e P(P). Evidently (P, т') is a topological space, (ß , т) is a dense 
subspace of the space (P, т') and S(P, ß) = iV. 
Let a e /(P). If Л n ß Ф 0 for each Ae a, then Sp^a e / (ß ) ; consequently, accord-
ing to 2.3, [9], neN and g G/(ß) exist such that g ^ n, g ^ Spqu. But in this case 
т'п л a > 0, which is a contradiction to the assumption a e /(P). If Ло e a exists 
such that AQ n Q = 0, then Sp^^a el{N). The subspace N is compact, by 1.8; con­
sequently, according to 2.2, we have I{N) = 0 which is a contradiction. 
Thus /(P) = 0 and by 2.2, (P, т') is a compact space. 
Definition 2.1. If P^ and P2 are compactifications (relative compactifications) of 
a topological space ß , let us put P^ ^ P2, if there exists a mapping/ of P2 into P^ 
such that / (x) = X for X e ß with the following properties: if z e P2 and Fis a neigh-
bourhood of/(z), then a neighbourhood 17 of the point z exists such that I/ n ß e F. 
Remark. For complete regular compactifications Pi , P2 of a completely regular 
space ß we usually define P^ ^ P2 iff there exists a continuous mapping / of P2 
into Pi such that/(x) = x for x e ß ([5], 41 D.l). This definition of the ^elation ^ , 
for completely regular compactifications of a completely regular space, is equivalent 
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to definition 2.1: Let P^, P2 be completely regular compactifications of the completely 
regular space Q, P^ ^ P2 be in the sense of definition 2.1, let / denote a mapping 
mentioned in definition 2.1, let z e P2 and F be a closed neighbourhood of the point 
/ (z) . Then, there exists an open neighbourhood U of the point z such that U n Q ^ 
g V, If z' eU exists such that / (z ' ) ф V, then a neighbourhood W of the point f{z') 
exists such that Wn V = 0, Then a neighbourhood U' of the point z' exists such that 
I/' n g g Ж Hence, it follows that U n U' n Q = 0 which is a contradiction, 
because U r\ U' is a. neighbourhood of the point z'. Thus, f\U) я V from which it 
follows t h a t / i s a continuous mapping. 
2.6. Т/ге relation ^ is a quasiordering and for the mapping f occurring in 
definition 2.1 we have f\P2 — Q) = Pi — Q, where P i , P2 and Q have the same 
meaning as in definition 2.1. 
Proof. The assertion that the relation ^ is reflexive and transitive is evident. Let 
(Pi, T[), (P2, T2) be compactifications (relative compactifications) of a non-compact 
space Q and let Pi ^ P2. Evidently, /^(P2 - Q) Ш Pi - Q- For p e P2 - Q we 
have SPQ{T2P) й SpQ{T[f{p)). According to 2.3 we have S{Py, Q), S(P2, ß) e 
e 9l(/(ß)). Consequently, from [9], 2.6 if follows that [J{SPQ{T[ f{p))} (p e P2 - ß) = 
= S(Pi, ß). Thus /^(P2 - ß) = P i - ß . 
If ß is a compact space, then the assertion follows from 1.5. 
Definition 2.2. Let us put P i ^ P2 for compactifications (relative compactifica-
tions) P i , P2 of a topological space ß , if Pi ^ P2 and P2 ^ Pi- The relation '^ is 
an equivalence and the relation ^ for classes of this equivalence is an ordering. Let 
us denote J r ( ß ) (^(ß)) the set of all classes of this equivalence ordered by means of 
the relation ^ . 
2.7. Let Qbe a non-compact space. Then Jf{Q) ^ ^ ( ß ) ^ 91/(ß). 
Proof. For compactifications (relative compactifications) P i , P2 of a space ß we 
have, according to 2.3, 5(Pi, ß), S(P2, ß) e 9l(/(ß)) and, according to 2.6, Pi ^ P2 
exactly if S(Pi, ß) ^ S{P2, ß). From this and from 2.5 the introduced assertion 
follows. 
Remark. If ß is a compact space and P its compactification (relative compactifica-
tion), then, according to 1.5, P = ß ; consequently, Jf{Q) = ^ ( ß ) = {ß}. 
3. ^-COMPACTIFICATION 
Definition 3.1. Let ß be a topological space embedded into a topological space P. 
Let / be a continuous mapping of ß into a space R, The mapping F of the space P 
into P is a x-extension of the mapping f on P if F has the following properties: 
1) F{x) = / (x) for X 6 ß , 
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2) for z e P and for a neighbourhood F of the point F{z) there exists a neighbour­
hood и of the point z such that F^{U - ß) E Vnf{Q) and F\U n Q) = f\U n 
3.1. Let Q be a dense subspace in a space P and let f be a continuous mapping 
of Q into a space R. Then there exists at most one x-extension of the mapping f on P, 
Proof. Let F, G be two different ^-extensions o f / o n P. Then zeP exists such that 
F[z) Ф G{z). Then there exist disjoint neighbourhoods Vp, VQ of points F(z) and G{z). 
Neighbourhoods Up and UQ of the point z exist such that F^{Up n ß) E ^F? G^i^o ^' 
n g) g VQ. The set U = UpnÜQ is SL neighbourhood of the point z and 0 Ф 
Ф f\U nQ) = F\U n ß) g Vp, 0 Ф f\U n ß) - G^((7 n ß) g K̂  which is 
a contradiction. 
Definition 3.2. Let (ß , т) be a topological space and iVe9^(/(ß). Put P{N) = 
= N и Q and ^iv(^) = {a | a e AT, X e a] u X for X g ß . Denote aa = a for 
a G/(ß) and öT̂  = Tq for ^ e ß . Since (р^{Х n Y) = ф^(Х) n (Piv(^) for X g ß , 
Уши, the system of sets {(рм{^) \ ^ ^ ^p} forms a basis of a fiker T̂ VP ̂  ^i^{^)) for 
any element p e P{N). The pair (P(iV), t̂ v) will, sometimes, be denoted concisely 
by P{N). 
3.2. Le^ (ß , T) be a topological space and let N e 91(/(ß)). Then P{N) = {P{N\ т^) 
is a relative compactification of the space (ß , т). 
Proof. The pair {P{N), Тдг) is obviously a topological space in which (ß , т) is 
dense and S{P{N), Q) = N e 9^(/(ß)). According to 2.4, P{N) is a relative com-
pactification of the space (ß , т). 
3.3. Let f be a continous mapping of a space (ß , т) into a space (R, т^). Then 
M = {/"XS'p/i(Q)T+r)| r e / ^ f ß ) - / ^ ( ß ) } g / ( ß ) and M has the property {h) 
in I{Q). 
Let N e 9l(/(ß)), and let for any m e M at least one filter neN exist such that 
n ^ m. Let M' = {m' | m' eiV, there exists m e M such that m ^ m'}. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) There exists the x-extension F of the mapping f on the space P(N) such that 
F\M') = 7 ^ ) - f\Q), F\N - M') s / i (ß) . 
(B) For any filter neN — M' there exists q' ef^{Q) such that f(n) S т^^ ч'-
^) The mapping / of a space X into a space Y is called O-continuous, if for any point x E X 
and any neighbourhood V of the point f{x) there exists a neighbourhood t/ of the point x such 
that f^(U) Ç K. This concept was introduced by S. Fomin in [6]; he considered, however, 
topological spaces in the common sense (i.e. ^(/-spaces, according to [3], or general F-spaces 
according to [4] or topological spaces in the sense of [5]). Evidently a ;f-extension of a continuous 
mapping is a ^-continuous mapping. 
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'2 Proof. L Let '^i, Г2 е / ^ Щ , r^ Ф Г2. Then Sp^^Q^z'^r^ л Spp^Q^x'^r2 
= о, thus /~4Sp/i(Q)T + ri) л/"^(Sj[?y.i(Q)T'^r2) = о. For r^ef\^ we have 
/"'(^l^/Hö)^"^!) ^ ^^b w^̂ ^̂ ^ ^ 1 ^ 6 ' / ( ^ i )==^ i - For г 2 е Л ё ) - / 1 ( е ) we 
have then f'~^{Spfi{^x^r2) A rq = 0 for any q e Q. S ince / 4'^i^/4ö)'^^^2) + 0, 
we have also M g / (ö ) and M has the property (h) in l{Q). 
II. Let iV e Щ1(й)) and let iV have the introduced property. 
a) Let the assertion (A) hold and let neN ~ M'. Let us put q' = F(n). Then 
Q' ^ / ^ (6 ) - Let VG x^q'. Then, there exists a neighbourhood U of the point n e P{N) 
such that/^(L/ n ß) g И Since I/ n g G n, we ЫУ^ f\U n Q) e / (n ) ; thus F e / ( n ) 
which means that / (n) ^ T+^'. 
b) Let the statement (В) hold. For m' e M' exactly one filter те M exists such 
that m ^ m/. Furthermore, exactly one element ref\Q) — f\Q) exists such that 
f'\Spji^Q^%^r) = m. Let us put F{m') = r. Put F(q) = f{q) for ^ G ß . For n e 
eN - M\ q' Gf\Q) exists such tha t / (n ) й т^^' . Let us put F{n) = q'. (Since for 
Я^" ^f\Q) — {4') we have x^q' л x'^q" = 0, there exists exactly one point q'). 
Evidently, F\M') g 7 ^ ) - f\Q) and F\N - M') g / ^ ( ß ) . (From the assump-
tion on the set N it follows that F\M') = f\Q) - / 4 ß ) ) - Let z G P(iV) and F be 
a neighbourhood of the point F(z). Denote Z = / ~ X ^ ' ^ / X ß ) ) - If ^ e ß , then 
Z G Tz. If z G M \ then Z G m, where m G M and m ^ z. Thus Z G z. If z G iV — M\ 
then F n / ^ ( ß ) G / ( Z ) ( / is now considered as a mapping of filters), thus f~\Vn 
n / ^ ( ß ) ) = X e z. Consequently X e oz. {G has the same meaning as in definition 
3.2). The set U = (pj^{X) is a neighbourhood of the point z and F^{U n ß) = 
= f\U Г) Q) = f\X) = Vnf\Q). Let z' G Î7 - ß , and let V be a neighbourhood 
of the point F{z'). Then X e z' and F ' n / ^ ( ß ) G Sp^i^Q^x"" F{z'), Thus / ~ X ^ ' ^ 
^ / Ч б ) ) ^ ^' ' h^i^c^' it follows that f~\V' nf\Q)) n Z Ф 0, consequently F ' n 
n / ^ ß ) nV== Г nf\Q) nf\X) Ф 0. Thus F{z') e V n f\Q). The mapping F 
is therefore the x-extension of the mapping / on the space P(N). 
Thus, the assertion is proved. 
3.4. Let (P, x') be a relative compactification of a non-compact space (ß , т) and 
let МеЩ1(0)), N^S{P,Q){S{P,Q)eЦI{Q)) according to 2.3). Then there 
exists a mapping f of the space P(N) on P with the following properties: 
a) f{x) = X for xe Q, 
b) f\P{N) '- Q) = P~- Q, 
c) for X G P(A )̂ and a neighbourhood V of the point f{x) there exists a neigh­
bourhood и of the point x such that f^(U - Q) Ш Vn Q and f^(U) n Q Q Vn Q. 
Proof. The assertion follows from 3.3 if we put (P, x') = (P, т" )̂ and f{x) = x. 
Then we have M = S(P, ß) and by 2.5, [9] the mentioned condition for the set N 
is valid. The set M' is equal to the set N, 
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Definition 3.3. A space (P, т') is called an l^-compactification of a space (Q, т), if 
(P, T') is a compactification of the space (Q, т) and if to any continuous mapping of 
the space Q into some compact space there exists a ^-extension on P. 
According to 3.5 any topological space possesses an })'СотрасиАсаиоп and, accord­
ing to 3.6, it is "in the essential" one-to-one defined; we are going to denote it by 
1)(о) = 1)(ат). 
3.5. For any space Q there exists an ^^-compactification. If Q is a non-compact 
space and No the set of all minimal elements of the set l[Q), thenNoE ^(I{Q)),NQ is 
the largest element of the system Щ1[0)) and the space P{NQ) is an 'i)-compactifi(ki' 
tion of the space Q. 
Proof. I. If ß is a compact space, then the assertion follows from the remark fol-
lowing 2.7. 
Suppose that Q is a non-compact space. 
IL From 2.1 and [9], 2.8 it follows that iVo e 5«(/(ß)) and that NQ is the largest 
element of the system 9l(/(g)). 
III. From II and 3.2 it follows that the space P(iVo) is a relative compactification 
of the space Q. Let ^ be an interior cover of the space P{NQ) and let us suppose that 
for any point p e P{NQ) there exists U e ap such that (PNO{U) ^^ {<^ and cp^^ have the 
same meaning as in definition 3.2). Thus there exist points p i , . . . , p„€ P{NQ) and 
n 
sets U^ Eapj^,..., U„Eap„ such that (pj^JjJ^e^ for 1 ^ f ^ n and [J Ui = Q. 
For n e NQ, fo(l S г'о = ^) exists such that [/ n C/f̂  ф 0 for any U en. The system 
of sets {U n Ui^ \U en} forms the basis of the filter n' on the set Q. Obviously, 
0 < n' ^ n. Since n is, according to 2.1, an ultrafilter on ß , we have n' = n; thus 
n 
Ui^ e n, from whence it follows that n e (PNoi^i^- Consequently iVo E U ^Noi^i)-
n i = l 
Therefore P{NQ) = \J (pj^^{U^; thus P(iVo) is, according to 1.8, a compactification of 
the space Q. ^^^ 
IV. L e t / b e a continuous mapping of the space Q into a compact space [R, т^). 
Let us put M = {f^4^PfHQ)''''r) I г еТЩ ~ f'{Q)}, M' = {m^ | m' eNo, m e M 
exists such that m g m'}. Let neN^ — M'. Let us admit that / (n) л x'^q' = о for 
any point q' ef\Q). Put ^ = {X | X = jR - X*, X* e/ (n)} . For q' ef\Q) there 
exists Vex'^q', X* e / (n ) such that F n X * = 0. Therefore X = i^ - X * G ^ n 
n T^q\ For rej^ß) — f\Q) we have f~\Spf^Qf^r) л n = o; so there exist 
disjoint sets X' ef'^Spf.^Q^x'-r), X" en. Next, f\X')eSpj,^^Q^x''r, f\X")ef{n) 
and f\X') nf\X") = 0. Consequently X = R - f\X")e^ n x^r. If reR-
- / ^ ( Q ) , then X = Л ~ / ^ ( о ) € ^ п т ' ^ г . Thus, ^ is an interior cover of the 
space R. There exists, according to 1.8, a finite cover Ж = {X^, ...,X„} g ^ of the 
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Space/^(Q) (see proof 3/7). For 1 ^ i ^ n we have R — Xi e / (n ) and since U ^ Э 
и i=i 
3 f\Q), we have (J (R ~ X^ Ш R ~~ f\Q) which is a contradiction. 
For this reason q' ef^{Q) exists such that / (n ) л т"^^' > o. If there exists Кб 
ex^q' —/(n), then the system of sets {Z n F | Z e / ( n ) } forms the basis of the 
filter n' on the set R, We have о < n' < / (n) which is a contradiction because, accord­
ing to 1.4,/(n) is an ultrafilter on R. 
T h u s / ( n ) ^ x^q' and according to 3.3, there exists a x-extension of the mapping/ 
on the space P{N^. Thus, the assertion is proved. 
3.6. Let Pi, P2 be lycompactifications of a space Q. Then there exists a homeo-
morphism h of the space P^ on the space P2 such that for x e Qwe have h(x) = x. 
Proof. If ß is a compact space, then the assertion follows from the remark fol-
lowing 2.7. 
Let us suppose, in the following part of the proof, that ß is a non-compact space 
and that (P, т') is an I)-compactification of Q. Let NQ have the same meaning as in 3.5. 
According to 3.5, the space P{NQ) is also an I)-compactification of Q. Let us put / (x) = 
= X for X e Q. Then / is a continuous mapping of the space Q into the space P(iVo). 
Thus, there exists a ^-extension h of the mapping/ on P. 
й is a one-to-one mapping. Actually, if there exist different points Pi, Рг^ P such 
that h(pi) = h{p2) = p € P(NQ), then Spqcp^ ^ ap (a and in what follows ç^^ as 
well, have the same meaning as in definition 3.2), SPQT'P2 S (^P and SpQi'pi л 
л SPQZ'P2 = 0. If p e NQ, then p is an ultrafilter and consequently p == (тр = 
= Spgx'pi = SPQT'P2 which is a contradiction. If p e Q, then for example Р2^ P ~ 
— Q, thus SpQi'p2 л up = 0, which is a contradiction, too. 
Let z,eP, у = h{z) and let Pf be a neighbourhood of у in P{N^. Then there exists 
и eay such that V ~ q)^^{U) g W. Since V is a neighbourhood of the point y, 
a neighbourhood U' of the point z exists such that h\U' (л ^ ^ V r\ h\Q) and 
h\U' - Ô) g Vr\h\Q) = TJ, If n eNonU, then for X e n we have Z n [/ Ф 0 
and thus, since n is an ultrafilter on Q, U e n, and consequently n e V. Thus NQ П 
n Î7 g F from whence we get (since h is one-to-one), h^(U') g F g Ж Thus, h is 
a one-to-one continuous mapping of the space P into the space P{NQ). From L7 and 
1.5 it follows that h is a homeomorphism P on P{NQ). Hence, the statement is proved. 
3.7. To any continuous mapping f of a space Q into a space R in which the setf{Q) 
is relatively compact there exists a x-extension on the space ï)(ô)-
Proof. The statement has been already proved in Section IV in the proof 3.5, 
because we made use only of the assumption tha t / ^ (g ) is relatively compact in the 
space jR. 
Definition 3.4. A topological space P is called a D-s pace if it is Hattsdorflf and if 
for any dense set Я in P the set P — Я is relatively compact in P. 
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3.8. Let Q be a topological space. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) I)(Q) is a HausdorjJ space, 
(B) Q is a completely regular space and I)(ô) = ß[Q) '*), 
(C) Q is a D-space. 
Proof. L Let (A) hold. Then to any bounded continuous function^) on Q there 
exists a ^-extension on ï)(ô). Since the set of real numbers in the natural topology is 
a regular space, then this ^-extension is a continuous extension. Thus f)(ß) = ß{Q)-
Consequently (В) holds. 
IL Let (В) hold and let a dense set Я exist in Q such that g — Я is not relatively 
compact in Q. Then an interior cover ^ of the space Q exists such that for any finite 
system J T g ^ we have U-^(^ ^ Jf) non ^ Q - H. The system of sets {У |̂ У = 
= Q~ H ~ \JX{X e Jf) , J T g ^, card J f < KQ} forms a basis of a filter a e F{Q), 
Evidently o e / ( 6 ) . Thus an ultrafilter Ь б / ( б ) , b ^ a exists. Then Q - H eh. 
If 0 Ф M g ß - Я, then Q - M ^ H; consequently ß^^~M = Q ф Q - M. 
Therefore M is not an open set so that b fails to be an open filter^); thus, according 
to 3.5, ï)(0) is not a Hausdorfif space. 
Therefore (B) -^ (C). 
IIL Let (C) hold and let I)(ö) fail to be a Hausdorff space. Then, according to 3.5^ 
an ultrafilter b el{Q) exists such that b is not open^). Beb exists such that for Ye b, 
7 g Б, 7 is not open. Then X - Q ~ В ~ (g - Б) Ф 0. Since any point x e X i^ 
a cluster point of the set Q — Б g g — Z , the set g — X is dense in g. 
If Ye b exists such that Y r\ X = Ф, then 2 = У п Б е Ь and Z n Z = 0. Con­
sequently Z g g — g ~ Б, therefore g — g — Б e b and g — g — Б is an open 
set (g is a Hausdorff space). Since Q ~ g — Б g Б, we get a contradiction. 
Thus У n Z Ф 0 for all Ye b. Let us denote ^ = {g - У | Уе b}. Then ^ is an 
n 
interior cover of the space g. Then У̂  e b (1 ^ / ^ n) exist such that U ( ô ~~ ^ ) ^ 
n i=l 
3 X. Let us put У = П Yf Then Ye b and g - У ̂  X; consequently X n Y = Ф, 
i=l 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus (C) "> (A). 
The assertion is proved. 
3.9. A D'Space is normal. 
Proof. Let g be a non-compact D-space, X, У д g disjoint closed sets in g. If 
a e {P(NQ) ~ g) n X n У exists, where iVo ^^^ the same meaning as in 3.5 and clo­
sures refer to the space P{NQ), then systems of sets {Л n X | Л e a}, {An Y\ Ae a} 
^) ß (Ô) denotes Cech-Stone compactification. 
) Under a function we understand a mapping into the set of real numbers. 
) An open filter is such a filter which has the basis consisting of open sets. 
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form a basis of différent filters Ъ, с e / ( ß ) . Since b ^ a, с ^ a, we have a = Ь = с 
which is a contradiction. Thus X n Y = 0. According to 3.5 and 3.8, P(NQ) = ß{Q); 
consequently there exist disjoint open sets U, F in the space P{NQ) such that U ^ X, 
V^ Y. From this it follows that ß is a normal space. 
3.10. Let Ô be the discrete topology on Q. Let т be some topology on Q. Then the 
space I)(ß, T) — ß LS homeomorphic to some subspace of the space ß[Q, ô) — Q ̂ ). 
Proof. If (ß , T) is a compact space, then the assertion follows from the remark 
following 2.7. Let us suppose, in what follows, that (ß , т) fails to be a compact space. 
Let us denote NQ{NQ) the set of all minimal elements in l{Q, т) ( / (ß , ^)). From 2.1 it 
follows that No E No, and according to 3.5 and 3.8, we have I)(ß, т) = Р(АГо), 
ß{Q, ô) = Р(ЛГ;). For n GI)(ß, т) - ß = iVo let us put h{n) = neN'o = ß{Q, ô) -
- ß . Since for n G iVo, t/ e n we have (pNo{U) n NQ = {й\ае No,U e a} = (p^^X^) n 
n No, /г is a homeomorphism l)(ß, т) - Q into ß(Q, ô) - ß. 
4. /-COMPACT SPACES 
Definition 4.1. The topological space P is called an hcompact space if any point 
in P has a neighbourhood which is relatively compact in P. 
4.1. A topological space P is l-compact iff the system of all neighbourhoods of an 
arbitrary point pe P, which are relatively compact in P, forms a complete system of 
neighbourhoods of the point p. 
The p r o o f follows from 1.9. 
4.2. Let Qbe a non-compact space. Then there exists a one-point compactification 
p = ß u (w) (yv Ф Q) of the space Q iff Q is an l-compact space. In this case the 
system of sets (w) u ( ß — X), where X is a relatively compact set in the space Q, 
forms a complete system of neighbourhoods of the point w. 
Proof. L Let P = ß u (w) (w §̂  ß) be a one-point compactification of the space ß . 
a) Let X g ß be a relatively compact set in the space ß . For any xe Q there 
exist disjoint neighbourhoods t/^ and F^ of the points x and w in the space P. The 
system [U^ | x G ß} is an interior cover of the space ß , so that there exists a finite 
n n 
number Xj G ß (l g Ï ^ n) such that (J U^^ ^ X. Since V= f)V^^is a neighbour-
1=1 i = i 
hood of the point w and F n X = 0, P - X = (w) u ( ß - Z) is a neighbourhood 
of the point w. 
b) Let F be a neighbourhood of the point w and let ^ be an interior cover of the 
) ß(Q, à) denotes Cech-Stone compactification of the space (Ö, ô). 
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Space Q. Put ^ * = .^ u {F}. Then i^* is an interior cover of the space P. So there 
exists a finite cover J T * g ^ * of the space P. Then j f = jf* - {F} g ,^ and 
\JY{Ye J T ) 3 Ö - F Thus ß - Fis a relatively compact set in Q. 
II. Let (6 , r) be a non-compact, /-compact space. Let us put P = Q u (w), where w 
is a symbol which fails to be an element of the set Q. According to 1.9, the system of 
sets {(w) u ( ß — Z) I X is a relatively compact set in Q] forms a basis of a filter 
x'w e F[P). For q e Q, the system zq forms a basis of a filter z'q e F{P). Evidently, 
(P, T') is a topological space and (ß , т) is a densely embedded subspace of the space 
(P, T'). If ^ is an interior cover of the space (P, т'), then there exists F e ^ n T'W. 
Actually there exists a relatively compact set X in ß such that X з P — F A finite 
system Jf я ^ exists such that \JY{Ye.T) Ш X. Let us put J T * = Jf u ( F ) . 
Then \JY{YEJf'^) == P, J T * g ^ and card Jf * < KQ. Thus (P, т') is a compact space. 
4.3. Let Q be a non-compact space. Then ß /5 an Ucompact space iff the set / (ß ) 
has the largest element m. Then {m} e Ш{1{0) and the space P({nt}) is a one-point 
compactification of the space Q. 
Proof. I. If i (ß ) has the largest element m, then the set {т}еШ(1{0)) and, 
according to 3.2, the space P({m}) is a one-point compactification of the space ß . 
From 4.2 it then follows that ß is an /-compact space. 
II Let ß be an /-compact space. According to 4.2, there exists its one-point com-
pactification P = ß '-' (w) (w ^ ß), P = (P, T'). Let us denote SPQ{T'W) = m. We 
have nt e / (ß) and, according to 2.3, {m} e 9l(/(ß)). According to 3.5, m ^ n for any 
minimal element n of the set / (ß ) . From 2.1, consequently, it follows that m is the 
largest element of the set J(ß). Evidently (P, т') = P({m}). 
4.4. A Hausdorff I'Compact space is locally compact iff it is regular. 
Proof. Let ß be a Hausdorff /-compact space. If ß is a locally compact space, 
then according to 1.10, ß is regular. 
Let ß be a regular space and let qe Q. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of the 
point q that is relatively compact in ß . Let us put V = U. Then F a neighbourhood 
of the point q. Let ^ be an interior cover of the subspace F Then to any x e F there 
exists a closed neighbourhood W^ such that we have Y^e^, W-^n V^ Y^. Let us 
put IF̂ . = ß — F for X G ß — F Then the system of sets {IF .̂ | x e ß} forms an 
interior cover of the space ß . Thus, a finite number of points x̂  G F (1 ^ / ^ n) 
и n 
exists such that [J W^. з U. Since sets ^^.(1 ^ i ^ n) are closed, we have (J W^, Ш 
n 
3 F; consequently \J Y^. = Fand Fis, therefore, compact, Q.E.D. 
i = l 
Example 4.1. Let ß = [0, 1] and let R denote the set of rational numbers. For 
qe Q and г > 0 let us denote U(q, e) = Qn (q ~ e, q + e) n [Ru {q}). The system 
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of sets {U{q, e) | e > 0} forms the basis of a filter rq e F{Q). Obviously, (g , т) is 
a Hausdorff space. 
Let ^ be an interior cover of the space (Q, т). Then ê  > 0 and Y^e^ exist for any 
qe Q such that U(q, s^ g У .̂ Put V^ = Qn [q ~ s^, q + Sq) for any q e Q. Then 
the system of sets {Kg | ^ ^ 6} forms an interior cover of the interval [0, 1] in the 
natural topology. Thus a finite number ĝ  e [0, 1] (1 ^ i ^ n) exists such that 
n n n 
\j Vq. = Q. Then и U{qi, 8̂ .) ^ JR n ß and consequently U Y^. u У, э U{x, s) for 
-i 
an arbitrary point x e Q and an arbitrary number г > 0. Therefore, U(x, e) is a rela­
tively compact set in the space (Q, т) for any point xe Q and any г > 0. So (ß , т) is 
an /-compact space. 
Evidently, ( ß , т) is not regular; thus, according to 4.4, (ß , т) fails to be locally 
compact. 
Definition 4.2. Let P be a topological space. If P is compact, then we put 1(P) = 0. 
Let ^ > 0 be an integer. If there exist, for 1 ^ v ^ n, mutually disjoint sets A^ that 
are not relatively compact in P, for M g A^, then either M or ^^ — M is relatively 
n 
compact in P and \J A^ = P; then we put 1(P) = n. In the other cases we put 1(P) = 
= 00.«) '=' 
4.5. Let P be a topological space, 1(P) Ф oo. Then P is an l-compact space. 
Proof. If P is a compact space the assertion is evident. Let n > 0 be an integer 
and for 1 ^ V ^ /I let there exist sets A^ with the properties introduced in definition 
4.2. Let xe Ai and let 17 be a neighbourhood of the point x such that sets A^nU 
fail to be relatively compact in P for i ^ v ^ n, where 1 ^ i ^ n. In the other cases, 
let these sets be relatively compact in P. Then there exists an interior cover ^ of the 
space P from which a finite cover of the set Ai n U cannot be chosen. 
A neighbourhood X of the point x exists such that X e^. If the set ^^ — Z is 
relatively compact in P, then there exists a finite cover Ж ^ ^ oï the set Ai — X. 
Then, however, Ж u {X} is a finite cover of the set A^, which is a contradiction. 
Consequently, the set X n Л^ is relatively compact in P. Let us put F = JJ c\X, 
Then Fis a neighbourhood of the point x and, according to 1.9, sets V r\ Aj are rela­
tively compact in P for 1 ^ j ^ i. From 1.9 it follows that for any point x G P its 
relatively compact neighbourhood in P exists, Q.E.D. 
4.6. Let Q be a topological space and let n be a non-negative integer. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
«) With respect to the statement 8.6 one could define 1(P) = card Ф(Р) — P); but in this paper 
there are not studied spaces P with the property card ф(Р) — P) ^ Ко and for this leason I have 
defined 1(P) = oo for these spaces. 
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(A)card(^(Ô)-Ô) = n, 
(B) card / (ß) = 2" - 1, 
(C) 1(Q) = п. 
Proof. I. If п = 0, then the equivalence of the introduced assertions follows from 
2.2, 3.5 and from the remark following 2.7. 
Thus, let us suppose, in what follows, that n > 0. 
II. Let (A) hold. Then Q is non-compact according to the remark following 2,1. 
If we denote NQ the set of all minimal elements of the set / (ß) , we have, by 3.5, ATQ e 
G 5l(/(ß)) and P{NQ) = I)(ß); consequently NQ = {п^,..., n„}, where n^ are mutually 
different ultrafilters of the set g for 1 ^ v ^ n. From 2.1 it follows that the assertion 
(B) holds. 
n 
Let us put n = V ^v According to 2.1, n is the largest element in / (ß) and according 
v = l 
to 4.3, {n} 6 9^(/(ß)) and P({n}) is a one-point compactification of the space ß . 
In f)(ß) there exist mutually disjoint neighbourhoods [/j, ...,U„ of points n^, . . . 
n - l 
..., n„. Let us put A^ = U^, n ß for 1 ^ v ^ n — 1, Л„ = ß — U A^. Then A^ e n^ 
v = l 
for V = 1, 2 , . . . , n. The set A^ is not relatively compact in ß (l ^ v ^ n). Actually, 
A^ were relatively compact in ß then by 4.2 we would have ß — A^en; thus Q — A^e 
e rty, which is a contradiction. Let M я A^. If U e n^ exists such that U n M = 0, 
then и n \J Ai en; so there exists, according to 4.2, a relatively compact set X in ß 
i + v n 
such that Q — X ^ и n\J Ai. Then we have X Ш M and, according to 1.9, M is 
i = i 
relatively compact in ß . If [/ n M Ф 0 for all sets U e n^, then the system of sets 
{U n M \U en^} forms a basis of a filter n' e / (ß ) , n' ^ n^; thus n = п^. But then 
M G Tty, M П (Лу — M) = 0 and, according to what precedes, A^ — M is a relatively 
compact set in ß . Consequently, (C) is valid. 
III. Let (C) hold. Let A^ be, for v = 1, ..., n, the sets described in the definition 
4.2. According to 1.9, the system of sets {A^ — X | Z is relatively compact in ß} 
forms a basis of a filter n^ e F{Q). Since Л^ is not relatively compact in ß , then, 
according to 1.9, we have n^ > o. From 4.5 it follows that n^ e7(ß). 
If По e F{Q), Щ < Пу, then there exists M епд — n^, M g A^. Then A^ — M 
fails to be relatively compact in ß and consequently, M is relatively compact in ß ; 
thus Лу — M e rty, from whence По = о follows. Therefore, Пу is an ultrafilter on ß . 
Since the sets A^ are mutually disjoint, ultrafilters Uj, ..., n„ are mutually different. 
If there exists an ultrafilter n' G/(ß), n' Ф n^ for 1 ^ v ^ n, then we have M e n\ 
M ^ Пу for 1 ^ V ^ n. Then A^ — M e n^, consequently a relatively compact set X^ 
exists in ß such that Л^ — X^ g A^ — M from whence X^ ^ M n A^ follows. 
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According to 1.9, M = U (M n Ä^) is relatively compact in Q. From 4.5 and 4.3 it 
v = l 
follows that I(Q) has the largest element m; from 4.3 and 4.2 we then get that Q — M e 
G Ш. Thus, Q — M en' which is a contradiction. 
From 3.5 it follows that card (I)(ß) - ß) = п. Thus, (A) is valid. 
IV. If (B) holds the set /(ß), according to 2.1, possesses n minimal elements and, 
according to 3.5, we have card (f)(ß) - Q) = п. Thus, (A) is vahd. 
In this way the assertion is proved. 
4.7. The function l(P) defined in definition 4.2 is a one-valued function. 
The proof follows directly from 4.6. 
4.8. Let ßi, Q2 be disjoint topological spaces; Qi + Q2 denotes a topological 
sum of spaces Q^ and Q2 and expressions a + 00, 00 + a stand for 00 for a — 
= 0, 1, 2, ..., OD. Then l (ßi + Q2) = l (ßi) + l(ß2). 
Proof. I. If l(ßi) - l(ß2) = о, then evidently l(ßi + ß^) - 0. 
IL Let l(ßi) = n^ where n^ > О is an integer and let Al, v = 1, 2, ..., n̂  be sets 
possessing the properties mentioned in definition 4.2 with respect to the space ß^. 
If l(ß2) = П2, where 2̂2 > Ö is an integer, then let A^, v = 1,..., ^2 be sets having 
the properties introduced in definition 4.2 with respect to the space ß2. Let us put 
n = n, + ^2, B, = Л}, ..., B,^ = < , B„^^, = Al ..., B„^^„^ = B„ = A^. If 
1(02) = 0, let us put n = n,, B, = Al u ß2, B2 - A^ ..., B„^ = B, = Л„\. Accord­
ing to 1.9 the sets B^, ...,Б„ have the property introduced in definition 4.2 with 
respect to the space Q^ + ß2. Consequently l(Q^ + ß2) = n = l(ßi) + l(ß2)-
Ш. Let l(ßi) = cx). According to 1.6 we have l(ßi 4- ß2) + 0. If l(ßi + ß2) = 
= n, where и > О is an integer, then let Л^,..., У4„ denote sets mentioned in definition 
4.2 with respect to the space ß^ + ß2. Since ß^ cannot be relatively compact in Qi 
(then ßi would be a compact space), then according to 1.9, VQ (1 ^ VO ^ n) exists 
such that A^Q n ßj is not relatively compact in ß. Let us assume that sets A^ n Q^ 
are not relatively compact in ß^ for 1 ^ v ^ v ,̂ where 1 ^ v̂  ^ n and for v̂  < 
< V ^ и are relatively compact in ß. Let us put B^ = {Ai ^ \J A^) n ß^, B^ = 
= ^^ n ßi for 2 ^ V ^ Vi. From 1.9 it follows that sets B^,..., B^^ have theproperties 
mentioned in definition 4.2 with respect to the space ß^. Consequently l{Qi) = v ,̂ 
which is a contradiction. 
Since ßi + ß2 = Ö2 + Qu the assertion is proved. 
Example 4.2. Let ß be a set, card ß ^ exp exp KQ, and denote 21 the system of all 
free ultrafilters on ß. Let us choose M cz Q, card M = KQ and let us denote ® the 
system of all free ultrafilters 0 on ß with the property: Fe t )=^FnM=|=0. Since 
for t)i, î>2 e ®, »1 Ф V2, Spj^ t>i, SPM t>2 are different free ultrafilters on M we have, 
according to 1.2, card 93 == exp exp KQ. 
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For any аеШ — ^ there exists A e a, Ä n M = 0; thus Q ~ M e a. Let us put 
Ь = Yû ( аб ЭД — S3). According to 1.3 Ь is a free filter and ß — M e b . Conse-
quently, according to 1.3, Ь л о = ö for any г) G 93, because M ev for ry e 23. 
Let us choose v^e^ and a one-to-one mapping/ of a set ©i == (93 -• {oo}) u (b) 
into ß . Let us put rq = {X и {q)\X ef'^q)} for q е / ^ З З ^ , ir/ = {X j ^ G Z g ß} 
for ^ e ß — /^(©i). For ^ G ß we have evidently rq e F{Q) and for ^ i , ^2 ^ 0» 
^1 + 2̂» according to 1.3, xq^ л 1̂ 2 = Ö? thus, (ß , т) is a topological space. 
Evidently, / ( ß , т) n 9X = (OQ) and if â  is a free filter on ß , OQ =1= ̂ ^ Ф 0, then 
according to 1.1, there exists a2 G 91 — (DQ), cii ^ CI2. From this â  ^ / ( ß , т) easily 
follows. Consequently, ca rd / (ß , т) = 1 and, according to 4.6, we have l(ß, т) = 1. 
4.9. Let Q be a topological space. The ordered sets J r ( ß ) and ^ ( ß ) are modular 
(distributive) lattices exactly when l(ß) ^ 3(l(ß) ^ 2).^) 
Proof. If ß is a compact space, then l(ß) = 0 and, according to the remark fol-
lowing 2.7, we have jf{Q) = ^ ( ß ) = {ß}, which is a distributive lattice. If ß is 
a non-compact space, then l(Q) Ф 0 by 2.2 and r(/(ß)) = card NQ = card (I)(ß) — 
— (ß)) by 3.5, where the mapping r is defined in definition 2.4, [9] and NQ is the set 
of minimal elements in / (ß) . Now, the assertion follows easily from 4.7, [9] and 4.6. 
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^) Q being an /-compact space, one can easily show that J^{Q) and ̂ ( 0 ) ^re lattices. I do not 
know necessary and sufficient conditions on a topological space Q for ^{Q) and ^ ( 0 ) to be 
lattices. 
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